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Intersensory transfer of training was systematically

investigated for visual to tactual and tactual to visual

situations. College students were trained in one modality

on a successive-shape-discrimination task, then transfered

to the opposite modality to perform a related-shape-discrimi-

nation task. The investigation showed successful transfer

in both directions, Transfer from vision to touch was spe-

cific to the situation wherein all discriminata were exactly

the same In the two tasks. In contrast, transfer from touch

to vision appeared to be a function of the subjects' ability

to retain some type of schematic representation of the pri-

mary object as a mediational device to facilitate visual

discrimination between the primary object and one of a

slightly different shape.
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INTERSENSORY TRANSFER OF A LEARNED SHAPE DISCRIMINATION

What functional relationships, if any, exist among man's

sensory systems? The question has been argued within the

age-old philosophical controversy between empiricists and

metaphysicians, The significance of such inquiry is exempli-

fied in Molyneux's famous letter to John Locke (1690):

Suppose a man born blind and now adult, and taught
by his touch to distinguish between a cube and a sphere
of the same metal, Suppose then the cube and sphere
were placed on a table, and the blind man made to see:
query, whether by hs sight, before he touched them,
could he distinguish and tell which was the globe and
which the cube? . . . The acute and judicious proposer
answers: not, For though he has obtained the experience
of how the globe, how the cube, affects his touch, yet
he has not yet attained the experience that what affects
his touch so or so, must affect his sight, so or so.

John Locke, himself an empiricist, expressed complete agree-

ment with the conclusion drawn by Molyneux.

Through the years actual cases of the sort Molyneux,

imagined have been examined and reported. Several of these

cases, collected and presented by von Senden (1932), have

greatly influenced psychologists' thoughts concerning the

nature of perceptual learning * To be sure, these cases have

allowed much room for contradictory conclusions; however,

they have generated. a great deal of relevant research. The

ma jority of the evidence presented by von Senden has cast

considerable doubt on any notion that the blind patients'
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tactually acquired concepts of shape provided a facilitative

beginning for the visual acquisition. Almost without ex-

ception, the patients could not accurately apply terms such

as ball and cube to visually perceived objects, though in

many cases they could say that two objects presented were

not the same shape, In fact, many expressed surprise at the

actual form of tactually familiar objects upon seeing them

for the first time.

More recently, Gregory (1966, pp. 194-198) reviewed the

case of a patient whom he had occasion to observe first hand,

The case of S.B. presents an interesting contrast to those

cases offered by von Sender, The patient, blind since ten

months of age due to corneal opacity, was fifty-two at the

time of successful surgery. After more than fifty years of

using touch as the dominant mode for identifying objects,

it was discovered that some shapes could be recognized vis-

ually without any special training. S.B, could recognize

upper-case letters, though these same letters could not be

identified when printed in lower-case type, At the school

for the blind he had learned, by touch, to identify upper-case

letters inscribed on wooden blocks, but no training had been

given with letters in lower-case print, Gregory noted that

S.B, never managed to read more than simple words printed in

lower-case type during the remaining three years of his life,

Although no unequivocal conclusions may be drawn, it appears

that the patient was able to make use of the previous tactual
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experience to facilitate learning through his newly acquired

vision. The implications of Gregory's observations are many,

not least of which is the suggestion that information acquired

through these two senses does not remain as compartmentalized

in the brain as has often been believed, The extent to which

Gregory's observations are at variance with those presented

by von Senden indicates inherent limitations in theorizing

from this type of data alone,

In recent years experimenters have employed various

perceptual and behavioral tasks in order to investigate

possible functional relationships within and between the

visual and tactual sensory modalities, Rock and Victor

(1964) reported data which indicated visual dominance when

contradictory information was simultaneously presented to

these two senses. Others have shown interest in the possi-

bility of cooperation between vision and touch in the

acquiring and processing of information in monkeys (e.g.

Wilson, 1965), children (e.g. Blank, Altman, & Bridger, 1968;

Conners, Schvette, & Goldman, 1967), and adults (e.g,

Eastman, 1967; Walk, 1965). A number of investigators have

presented experimental support for the ability of humans to

use tactually or visually acquired information regarding

shape to facilitate recognition of the object when experienced

in the opposite modality (e.g. Gaydos, 1956; Krauthmer, 1968;

Rudel & Teuber, 1964; Walk, 1965). The S may be presented

a stimulus form in one modality with the task of matching
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it with one of several objects presented to the other modality.

Crossmodal-matching tasks have been successfully performed by

even preschool children (Milner & Bryant, 1968),

Another popular design has required the subject to recog-

nize in one modality an object previously experienced in the

other modality (e.g. Rudel & Teuber, 1964; Rose, Blank, &

Bridger, 1972). This type of design introduces a delay be-

tween the initial experience and later recognition, and has

been commonly referred to as crossmodal.-equivalence judgements.

Rose, et al. examined the ability of three-year-old children

to make intermodal and intramodal equivalence judgements under

three-time conditions, Under conditions of simultaneous

presentation, performance was equally good in all four matching

tasks; visual-visual, vi.sual-tactual, tactual-visual, and

tactual-tactual. With the introduction of even a slight delay

between the standard and comparison objects, there was a sub-

stantial increase in errors in all conditions involving a

tactual component. The investigators concluded that inability

to retain the tactual information was primarily responsible

for the observed deficit, That tactual-tactual equivalence

judgements were as poor as intermodal judgements indicates

that performance deficits may be due to intramodal abilities,

intermodal abilities, or both.

What of the situation wherein one becomes increasingly

familiar wIth objec ts by one modality alone, and must later

become familiar with the same or similar objects by the other
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modality alone, as in the previously cited cases of the

congentially blind? Adoption of a transfer-of-learning design

has been the technique favored by several investigatorsto

determine if information regarding the shape of an object

acquired by means of one sensory modality facilitates acqui-

s ition of the same information by the other modality.

Typically, a training series in one modality is followed by

a test series in the other modality. Performance under the

transfer conditions may then be compared with an identical-

control condition which has not had the previous experience,

Transfer-of-training designs lend themselves quite readily to

questions concerning the nature of perceptual learning, because

the original discrimination learning mgy be controlled, If

visual discrimination between a set of objects is easier

following tactual exploration of the objects than without the

tactual exploration, then the implication that learning in the

tactial condition facilitated visual learning may be supported.

Gaydos (1956) presented subjects with various shapes,

some conventional and some unconventional, and a verbal

associate for each, Some subjects trained initially by touch

and others by vision, while transfer trials were carried out

in the other modality in each case, The task was to learn the

appropriate-verbal associate for each shape in the initial

training, and to relearn the associations by using the opposite

modality in transfer, A decrease in trials to criterion in

transfer, as compared to subjects without the prior modality
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training, was used to index transfer of the learned shape

discrimination. Although the investigator reported signi-

ficant transfer in both directions, the tasks may not be the

most desireable, If no transfer were demonstrated, it would

be difficult to determine to what extent failure was due to

unsuccessful transfer of shape or unsuccessful recall of the

appropriate-verbal associate. Therefore, an approach requiring

recognition responses only has been more favored. Lobb (1970)

found that college students could perform a tactual shape.

discrimination task with greater efficiency after tachtisto-

scopic exposure to the discriminata than without the exposures;

however, no transfer was evident from touch to vision, The

subjects were not trained to any criterion of learning though,

and Lobb suggested that intermodal transfer might become more

symmetrical if the original training were prolonged.

In general, evidence for intermodal transfer of a learned

shape discrimination from vision to touch has been supported

in a few investigations, whereas only two investigations

(Gaydos, 1956; Pick, Pick, & Thomas, 1966) have resulted in

evidence for transfer from touch to vision. Thus one intent

of the following investigation was to examine the possibility

that humans may exhibit intermodal transfer of a specific habit,

namely a learned shape discrimination, both from vision to

totch and from touch to vision,

Tnquiry into the nature of the processes underlying

intermodal transfer has been directly or indirectly influenced
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by two views of sensory functioning, If the sensory systems

are considered to be separate and specific, then some sort of

associative-mediational interpretation of intermodal effects

would likely be required. Ettlinger (1967) hypothesized that

intermodal transfer of a specific habit can occur only with

the aid of language. The lack of evidence for intermodal

transfer in infrahumans has provided one source of support

for this interpretation (Moffet & Ettlinger, 1966). On the

other hand, Blank, Bridger, and Altman (1968) proposed that

visual imagery may serve as a mediational link between vision

and touch. The concept of visual imagery has its background

in representational theories of perception (e.g. Bruner, 19570

Piaget & Inhelder, 1956; Vernon, 1952, 1957), This type of

theory, also known as schemata theory, has implied that per-

ception partially involves the establishment of categorical

representations of objects and events, These categories will

serve to guide future recognition of objects and events by

some sort of unconscious..matching process. Vernon (1955, p. 11)

notes, "Increase in accuracy of perception of detail is carried

out only by increasing refinement of the categories, and hence

a narrowing of the limits of permissible variation from the

'standard form' which determines the category." Accordingly,

improvement in shape recognition is possible because of a

particular-bounded schemata of the object which the individual

has stored in memory. Extension of representational theories

to functional explanations of intermodal transfer requires no
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ma jor reconceptualization. The individual would retain a

schemata (or image) of the object previously experienced by

vision or touch, and this schemata would provide the means by

which the individual would recognize the object when it was

presented to the opposite modality. Thus the task of relearn-

ing a discrimination would be facilitated due to the previously

established schemata.

Erich von Hornbostel (1938) wrote a spry and colorful

article on the unity of the sensory systems, in which he

pointed out, "It matters little through which sense I realize

that in the dark I have blundered into a pigsty. * . ." The

implication that not all information is unique to a single

sensory system is readily apparent from the foregoing quote,

This notion is similar to that implied by the Gibsons (1966).

James Gibson (1966) emphasizes the "partial equivalence of

the perceptual systems", pointing out that stimulus infor-

mation may be identical when stimuli are different, The action

of the nervous system is conceptualized as "resonating" to

stimulus information, Accordingly, the environment is a

source of information, not merely sense data, which must be

picked up by a sensitive-exploring organism. Perceptual

learning involves the detection of invariant, distinctive

properties of objects upon repeated encounters, eventually

allowing the organism to respond to variables not responded

to previously, (Gibson & Gibson, 1955). The distinctive pro-

perties of a shape could be interpreted as the sequential
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pattern of corners and contours. Eleanor Gibson (1969) in

writing of object recognition said, "The term recognition

implies the judgement that this object is the same as one

perceived before. As we learn to recognize that an object is

the same one we saw before, we also learn to distinguish it

from a rather similar one previously presented(p, 145)."

According to this conceptualization, intermodal transfer would

be possible if the twos-sensory systems were to pick up the

same distinctive features of the object encountered,

Actually the Gibsonian position does not exclude the

possibility that representational mechanisms may come to serve

an associative function, but only maintains that the discovery

of invariant, distinctive properties must be the basis of

perceptual learning. The representational mechanisms, if

functional, must depend upon the articulation of distinctive

features (Gibson, 1969).

Pick (1965) concluded that learning of dimensions of

difference is always involved in unimodal improvement of form

discrimination, and schemata learning may accompany such im-

provement to the extent that forms to be discriminated are

presented successively rather than simultaneously, Pick, Pick,

and Thomas (1966) extended the previous investigation to cross-

modal transfer of learning in first-grade children. Subjects

were given either a siccessive-visual-discrimination task

followed by a similtaneous-tactual-discrimination task, or a

simultaneous-tactual task followed by a successive-visual task.
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Stimulus forms used in the transfer task differed in

specified ways from those used in initial training, in order

to allow inferences as to whether dimensions of difference,

schemata, or both ware learned and transfered. For one group,

transfer trials inolved the same standard form but different

types of transformations than those of initial training, so

that positive transfer would indicate facilitation due to a

retained schemata, For another group, transfer involved a new

standard form, but transformations which differed by the same

dimensions as those of initial training. Positive transfer for

the second group would indicate that subjects had learned the

dimensions of difference, Results of the study led the inves-

tigators to conclude that learned dimensions of difference

transfered crossmodally, however, evidence for transfer of

schemata was lacking. Although it was suggested that difficulty

of a simultaneous-tactual discrimination may have accounted for

these results, this seems unlikely since others have demon-

strated that simultaneolusly presented stimuli are equally well

discriminated whether stimuli are presented tactually, visually,

or intermodally (Rose, et al., 1972). Bruner (1957) suggests

that discrimination of simultaneously presented stimuli as

alike or different may be free of categorizing activities.

Therefore, It is possible that the design would not allow the

subject to use previously constructed schemata, if indeed they

had been constructed. A successive training and transfer task

might improve conditions for detecting and assessing the
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relative contributions of schemata learning and distinctive-

feature learning.

Another observation about the Pick, et al. study is that

letter-like, two-dimensional drawings were used for visual

stimuli, and metal reproductions, produced by raised lines

on a flat surface were used as tactual stimuli, According to

Gibson (1962), solid-geometric forms provide the best circum-

stances for detection of distinctive features by active touch,

and thus it seems possible that tactual transfer was hindered

by the type of stimuli employed. Unequivocal conclusions

concerning the relative roles of distinctive-feature learning

and schemata construction for transfer are difficult to draw

considering the nature of the tasks and the type of stimuli

employed. Therefore, another intent of the present investi-

gntior was to reassess the possiblity of distinctive-features

learnIng and schemata learning as functional mechanisms in

intermodal transfer of shape discriminations.

Method

Sub iecs

Ss were 144 introductory-psychology students who

volunteered for the study in order to fulfill course require-

ments. They were naive as to the exact nature of the study.

Each S was assigned to have either visual training followed

by tactual transfer (V-T) or tactual training followed by

visual transfer (T-V), while serving as a member of one of

six-experimental groups. Assignment of Sa to the various
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experimental conditions was accomplished by a randomized-

block procedure, resulting in 12 Ss per group for each of

the training-transfer conditions. Each S was tested individ-

ually in one session which lasted approximately thirty minutes.

Stimulus materials

Two sets of nonsymmetrical, solid-wooden blocks were

painted black and served as the tasks discriminata. These

two sets were represented by two-standard blocks, designated

as primaries 1 and 2, each with a distinctive shape (see

Figure 1 of the Appendix). For each primary there were two

subsets of four transformations each, with blocks A, B, C,

and D constituting one subset, and blocks E, F, G, and H

constituting the other subset, As seen in the figure, blocks

A, B, E, and F were shape transformations, while blocks C, D,

G, and H were spatial-orientation and size transformations,

The exact nature of the transformations were as follows: one

(A) and two (B) changes of a flat edge to convex; right-left

spatial reversal (C); 45-degree rotation (D); one (E) and two

(F) changes of squared corners to rounded; 25 per cent re-

duction in size (G); and a 90degree rotation (H), All blocks

were five-inches high and wide and one-inch thick, except for

the size transformations which were three-and three-fourths-

inches high and wide and one-inch thick,

Experimental desijn

The experiment involved two-training-transfer conditions,

vision to touch (V-T) and touch to vision (T-V), so that each



S was given training on a shape-discrimination task with a

set of blocks in one modality, followed by a transfer task in

the opposite modality with a predetermined set of blocks. For

each of these conditions there were six-experimental groups,

such that corresponding groups under the two conditions dif-

fered only with respect to the modality involved. However,

within each condition the six-experimental groups differed

with respect to the nature of the relationship between the

discriminata used in training and transfer (see Table I).

TABLE I

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DISCRIMINATA ENCOUNTERED IN
TRAINING AND TRANSFER FOR EACH EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Goup Training Transfer

I Standard and subset of Same standard and same sub-
transformations set of transformations

II Standard and subset of Same standard and other sub-
transformations set of transformations

III Standard and subset of Other standard and same sub-
transformations set of transformations

IV Standard and subset of Other standard and other sub-
transformations set of transformations

V Standard and no trans- Same standard and one subset
formations of transformations

VI No standard and two One standard and same subset
transformations* of transformations

*Shape transformations only.

19
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The particular collection of discriminata composing the training

and transfer phases for each group were varied systematically.

For Ss who were members of experimental groups I through IV,

the training phase involved learning to discriminate one stan-

dard from one subset of transformations, The standards and

subsets of transformations were counterbalanced across groups

and Ss. Those Ss who learned the relevant-shape-discrimination

task by vision were given the transfer task in the tactual

modality, while those Ss who learned the shape-discrimination

task by touch were given the transfer task in the visual mo-

dality, All -members of experimental group I were administered

a shapeidiscrimination task in the transfer phase which involved

the same standard and subset of transformations that were

discriminated in the original-training phase. For example,

if a _ had learned to discriminate among standard 1 and the

subset of transformations including A, B, C, and D in training,

then standard 1 and transformations A, B, C, and D were used

in transfer. Superior performance by group I relative to a

control group, without the prior training, was to provide

support for intermodal transfer of training. For members of

experimental group II, the transfer phase involved learning

to discriminate among the same standard used in training and

the other subset of transformations. In keeping with the

previous example of the group I member, A S in group II

learned to discriminate standard 1 from transformations E, F,

G, and H in the transfer phase, Superior performance by this
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group, relative to the control group, was to reflect transfer

of learned schemata, For group III, transfer involved the

other standard and the subset of transformations corresponding

to those of the original-training phase. To extend the former

analogy, this S learned to discriminate among standard 2 and

transformations A, B, C, and D. Superior performance by this

group was to reflect the role of learned dimensions of dif-

ference, The transfer phase for group IV involved the other

standard and the other subset of transformations from those

used in the original training. This S was required to dis-

criminate among standard 2 and transformations E, F, G, and H.

Therefore, group IV was to serve as a control group and reflect

nonspecific transfer of training,

For experimental groups V and VI the training phase

differed from the other groups with regard to the number of

blocks discriminated, The training phase for group V consisted

of a series of exposures to one standard, while the transfer

phase involved learning to discriminate among the same stan-

dard and one subset of transformations. For example, a S

viewed standard 1 in training, and discriminated among.stan-

dard 1 and transformations A, B, C, And D in the transfer

phase. Transfer performance for this group was to reflect

the value of previous exposure to the standard apart from

any discrimination training. Group VI was given discrimination

training with the two-shape transformations of a given subset,

that is blocks A and B, or blocks E and F, but neither
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standard was experienced. The transfer phase involved dis-

criminating among one standard, which was always the one not

associated with the transformations of training, and the sub-

set of transformations corresponding to that _of training.

In this manner, transfer performance of this group was to

reflect the value of prior training with the relevant dimensions

of difference only. For example, if the S discriminated be-

tween transformations A and B associated with standard 1 in

the training phase, then transfer involved discriminating

among standard 2 and transformations A, B, C, and D.

Visual-training performance for Ss in groups I through

IV of the V-T condition provided the control group for the

evaluation of transfer of training for experimental groups

I through VI of the T-V condition, In the same manner, tactual-

training groups I through IV of the T-V condition provided

the control for assessment of transfer of training under the

V-T conditions. In other words, if intermodal transfer of

training was exhibited by any experimental group it was to

be reflected by superior performance on the transfer tasks

relative to the performance of the respective-control group

which had not had the benefit of prior-.opposite-modality

training. Insight into the possible mechanisms of intermodal

transfer was to be facilitated by evaluating the relative

performance of the experimental groups.

Ap aratus

The discriminata could be readily affixed to a white

plane connected to a small-portable-display stand. The stand
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was placed at approximately the same location on a table for

each presentation, so that the blocks were always presented

in the same plane, perpendicular to the line of sight. The

S was seated about three feet from the display stand, and

was free to view the discriminata from any desireable per-

spective on visual trials. A solid-cardboard barrier provided

the opportunity for E to manipulate the discriminata without

the S's observation. Illumination was maintained constant

in the room with two-forty-watt-flourescent lights.

Procedure

The S was seated at a table, opposite E, and informed

that he was about to participate in a shape-discrimination

task, For Ss assigned to the V-T condition training trials

were carried out in the visual modality, while training trials

were in the tactual modality for Ss in the T-V condition.

Prior to beginning the training phaseeach S was read an

appropriate set of instructions describing the procedure for

the task, while the S followed along with his own copy of the

instructions, Following this, one-practice trial was given

in the training modality with simple-geometric shapes in order

to familiarize the S with the task, and to focus his attention

on the dimension of shape. After completion of the training

phase, but prior to beginning the transfer phase, the S was

again given an appropriate set of instructions for the transfer

task and one-practice trial in the transfer modality,
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At the beginning of each trial one block was presented

to the S and identified by E as "primary", This block was

then removed and a series of comparison blocks were presented

one at a time. For Ss in groups I through TV the primary was

one of the standards, and the comparison blocks consisted of

one of the associated subsets of transformations and the

standard, presented in random order, This was the case for

both the training and transfer phase. The S's task was to

respond "same" to each comparison block with the same shape

as the primary, and "different" to each block which was not

shaped the same as the primary. The Ss were given no feed-

back on any response, but continued the discrimination task

to a criterion of two-consecutive-errorless trials.1

For Ss who were members of group V, only one.-comparison

block was presented on each of six trials in the training

phase. This comparison block was also the primary, which was

either standard 1 or 2. Therefore these Ss received twelve

exposures to one of the standards during the training phase,

In the transfer phase the Ss discriminated among the same

standard and one-associated subset of transformations in the

same manner as Ss in groups I through IV. For Ss in group VI

Pilot work showed that students who failed to reach
criterion within 25 trials were unlikely to ever reach cri-
terion, Because of the nature of the study, those who were
not able to obtain criterion in training were not given the
transfer tasks. Seven students failed the visual-training
phase and four failed the tactual-training phase, When a S
failed to obtain criterion in transfer, a score of 25 was
recorded for total trials. The final N of 144 represents
Ss who were able to obtain criterion in the training phase.
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the two-shape transformations of a subset appeared in a

counterbalance fashion as "primaries", for a total of four

trials each, Both blocks served as comparison blocks on all

trials, resulting in a total of twelve exposures for each

transformation in the training phase. In transfer these Ss

discriminated among the corresponding subset of transfor-

mations and the standard which was unassociated with the

transformations used in training. All standards and trans-

formations were counterbalanced across the training phase

for Ss in groups V and VI. The nature of the verbal responses

required for groups V and VI was the same as the other groups.

The criterion of learning in transfer was two.consecutive-

errorless trials.

On all visual-discrimination tasks the blocks were pre-

sented to the S for two seconds each. For the tactual tasks

the S was blindfolded and allowed five seconds to explore

each block with one or two hands; however, the block was not

to be removed from the display stand. The S merely extended

his arms with the palms out, while E moved the stand forward

to the S's hands. A ten-second-interitem and intertrial

interval was used in all discrimination tasks.

Results

Since the study was not designed to compare transfer

performance for the V-T condition with the T-V condition,

transfer of training was evaluated separately for each of

these conditions, The performance of the transfer and control
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groups was evaluated on the basis of three-dependent measures

trials to criterion, correct responses on the first trial of

transfer, and correct responses through trial two of transfer,

In each training-transfer condition three, separatone-way

analysis of variance were computed, with subsequent analyses

when warranted,

Trials to criterion

An analysis of trials-to-learning criterion for the

tactual-transfer phase revealed no significant differences

among the experimental and control groups, F (6, 113) = 1.24,

>.05. Likewise, when performance of the experimental and

control groups for the visual-transfer phase were compared,

no significant differences were indicated, F (6, 113) 9 1.32,

2).05. Therefore, no savings were revealed on the visual-,

or tactual-discrimination tasks following training in the

opposite modality,

Correct responses

An analysis of variance for correct responses on trial

one of the tactual-transfer tasks indicated a significant

effect of groups, F (6, 113) = 34.76, p (.001. Subsequent

analysis with the Newman-Kuels range test indicated that

group I made significantly more correct responses than the

control group and transfer groups III and VI. That is, only

group I showed superior performance on the first trial of the

tactual-transfer task following prior-visual training. When

the analysis was extended to the number of correct responses
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across the first-two trials of the tactual-transfer tasks, a

significant effect of groups was again revealed, F (6, 113) =

4.69, p,001. The Newman-Kuels range test indicated that

group I was superior to all other tactual-transfer groups

except group II. All other group differences were nonsigri-

ficant, The means and standard deviations for the number of

correct responses appear in Table II.

TABLE II

MEAN CORRECT RESPONSES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TRIAL ONE
AND THROUGH TRIAL TWO FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL

GROUPS UNDER V-T AND T-V CONDITIONS

Transfer Condition

V-T T-V

Group Trial Through Trial Trial Through Trial
One Two One Two

M SD M SD M SD M SD

(N=12) 4.58 0,76 9,41 1.00 4.08 1.55 8.83 1,59
II
(N=12) 3.83 0.99 7.91 1*83 4.42 0.95 8.75 1,66

III
(N=12) 3,08 1.71 7,25 2,34 4.08 1,12 8.41 2,15

IV
(N=12) 3,33 1.49 6.75 2,49 3.00 1,08 7,25 1,91
V
(N=12) 3.50 1,26 6.91 2.43 3.00 1,47 6.91 2.11
VI
(N=12) 2.67 1.18 6.50 1,88 4.08 0.95 8,16 2.33
C*

(N=48) 2.77 1,7 6,06 2,19 3,15 1.06 6.83 2.01

*Control for transfer.



The analysis of variance for correct responses on trial

one of the visual-transfer tasks supported a significant ef-

fect of groups, F (6, 113) = 4.05, D<.005. Analysis with

the Newman-Kuels range test indicated that group II was su-

perior to group IV, group V, and the control group on the

visual-discrimination tasks, Therefore, only group II dis-

played tactual-to-visual transfer on the first trial of the

transfer task, Extension of the analysis to the first-two

trials still revealed a significant effect of groups, F ,

(6, 113) = 3.41, p<.05. The Newman-Kuels test did not re-

veal where the significant differences were, therefore,

Dunnett's test for comparing all groups with a control was

employed. Results of this test indicated that only group I

was performing better than the control group by the end of

trial two of the visual task, t (113, 7) = 2.63, <P_<.05.

The means and standard deviations for correct responses are

provided in Table II.

Discussion

This study was designed to assess the degree and nature

of intermodal transfer of training between the visual and tac-

tual modalities. The pattern of results strongly suggests,

first, that intermodal transfer was present from the visual-

training task to the tactual-transfer task, This transfer

of training was manifest in the number of correct responses

through the first-two trials of transfer for Ss (group I)

dealing with exactly the same blocks in the visual and tactual

discrimination tasks. Secondly, there was support for transfer

22
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from the tactual-training task to the visual-transfer task,

This transfer was manifest in the number of correct responses

on the initial trial of transfer for Ss (group II) dealing

only with the same standard in both the training and transfer

phases. However, when correct responses were analyzed over

the first-two trials of transfer, then only group I Ss' per-

formance suggested the benefit of the previous-tactual task.

Finally, there was no evidence for nonspecific transfer from

one modality to the other as implied by the fact that group IV

Ss were always at approximately the same performance level as

the respective-control group.

The superior performance of group I under the V-T con-

dition is interpreted as an unequivocal demonstration that

previously acquired visual information concerning the shape

of the discriminata provided some type of facilitative margin

for these Ss at the beginning of the transfer phase, Since

successful transfer was unique to the situation in which the

discriminata of training and transfer were exactly the same,

the relative significance of schemata learning and dimensions-

of-difference learning for transfer can not be readily deter-

mined. The hypothesis that visual-to-tactual transfer may

be due to either dimensions."of-difference learning or schemata

learning alone was not supported in this study, since neither

groups III and VI nor groups IT and V performed superior to

the control group. However, the significantly better perform-

ance of group I relative to groups III and VI does indicate
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that retaining the same dimensions of difference in the two

phases was of little value unless the same standard was also

retained.

The result of the visual-discrimination performance of

groups I and II under the T-V conditions leads to the con-

clusion that intermodal transfer of training is also accom-

plished from touch to vision. This finding has been supported

in only a few other investigations (e.g. Gaydos, 1956; Pick,

et al., 1966). The tactual-to-visual transfer was exhibited

on trial one by Ss (group II) who were given the same stan-

dard only in the two phases. This finding is interpretable

as evidence for transfer mediated by the previously learned

schemata, The verbal reports of Ss in post-test interviews

also tend to support this conclusion, as Ss reported that

they attempted to "visualize" the standard block on the tac-

tual-discrimination trials, Apparently this process provided

the S with a relatively accurate representation of the stan-

dard such that when the same standard was presented on the

first trial of transfer, the S was able to reflect on the

previous-tactual experience, In a hypothetical sense, the

S was able to combine the previous-tactual experience with

the two-second-visual experience, so that his familiarity

with the standard exceeded that of control Ss.

Pick, et al. (1966), employed a design similar to that

of the present study and reported support for transfer of

learned dimensions of difference in both the visual-to-tactual
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and tactual-to-visual transfer situations. The present study

produced no-support for such transfer of training. The expla-

nation for this discrepancy might concern the nature of the

discrimination tasks required of Ss in the two studies.

Namely, the Pick study required the Ss to respond "different"

to all discriminata which were not exactly like the primary,

whereas in this study Ss were to reserve this response for

blocks which differed from the primary by shape alone. Some

of the blocks differed from the primary by an irrelevant

dimension, such as size or spatial orientation. Hake (1966)

reviewed some studies which indicate that difficulty of recog-

nition of shapes as same is a function of altered orientation

on the second presentation, Differences in orientation seem

to have the effect of making identical shapes appear dissimilar.

In this case, the transfer task for group III may have been

somewhat more difficult than that required of the analogous

group in the Pick investigation. In particular, the group III

S had to become familiar with the new standard presented in

transfer before he would know that a particular transformation

differed by a previously learned irrelevant dimension of

difference.

Lastly, some explanation of the observation that transfer

was not evident in total number of trials required for learning,

but was only apparent early in transfer. One possible inter-

pretation is that nothing prevented the S from learning the

transfer-discrimination task by mediational or differentiational
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techniques during transfer trials, Indeed, the experimental

groups were only differentiated by the principle that a par-

ticular type of previous learning would either be relevant

or irrelevant to the transfer tasks. Therefore, it might be

expected that individual differences in learning rate would

mask transfer effects over several trials, while any benefit

of prior-opposite-modality training would be detectable only

very early in the second-modality-learning trials, However,

no experimental precedent exsits for such an interpretation.

Another possibility is that errors tend to increase during

an Intermediate stage of familiarization with the primary,

as Ss perceive similarities between certain transformations

and primaries, which they intially missed because of poor-

primary memory (Lobb, 1970).
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